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ridgewater ate strikes campus
"Total chaos" reigns
at SGA meeting
By
B1ent F. Rossi

.. Total chaos."
That's how one,Senator described the
SGA meeting of Tuesday, February 18,
as approximately 125 angry students
filled the Council Chamber's Gallery to
overflowing, to bring their complaints to
the Senate. The students were drawn to
the meeting by petitions that stated their
disapproval with how the SGA acquired
and spent.approxim ately $2,500.00,
. Spokesperson for the concerned student body, Melisse Dansereau, and other
students, brought their complaints to the
Senate, demanding an explanation for
the Constitutional Weekend held over
Pre~ident's Day Weekend at Dunphy's in
Hyannis. The students' main complaints
were that the SGA did not actually vote
to take the money, they held the convention at one of the most expensive hotels

during Executive Session, from which the
public is barred, and that no one outside
of SGA was invited to go and contribute
to the revisions of the Constitution.
The meeting began as it normally does,
with committee reports. Matthew P.
Donoghue, president of the State Student Association of Massachusetts, who
attended the conference as a consultant,
then made a presentation concerning the
amount of money that state SGAs have
saved students. This came to approximately $411,000.00 over the past y:;ar and
a half. Students in the Gallery started to
question Matthew concerning the weekend, at which point I st UP.John Beaton
asked,"that all questions concerning the
weekend be held to the end."
After Donoghue's presentation, President Denis Lawrence gave his Executive
Report. Lawrence said, that,"he was
pleased to see so many people in the
Gallery and he thanked them for their
presence." He then spoke about Bridgewater State College SGA, saying that,
"Bridgewater is a flagship for other state
colleges." He spoke optimistically about
the proposed changes, and he saw. them
as leading the college into the I 990's~. fie.,
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about the weekend, as it was discussed

Administration
refuses to
take sides
The administration of the school
cannot support either group. Vice
President of Student Services,
David Deep said "this is a student
matter, I'm an advisor o.n this
campus."
4
' lt is up to the Student Court to
determine who was right and who
was wrong," said Deep. "For me to
take sides in a student against stu~
dent case would be wrong." "I have
to make sure both sides have a
chance to ~peak on it."
Deep stated that, "all of the
proper channels were followed in
processing vouchers." This was
handled the "usual way."
He was present at the meeting for
approximately an hour and fortyfive minut~s. He felt that the entire
argument came out of the fact that
both sides had their own interpretation of the Constitution. He
thought it was good that both sides
had a chance to present their views.
"I have to make sure both sides
have a chance to speak on it ... The
students on this campus should
have an opportunity to express
themselves, whether on that issue or
any other issue."
Deep wanted to stress his jmpartiality in this, or any other student
vs. student matter.
"I want all students to feel they
can come up here and I will not
takes sides."

again Beaton asked that, "all questions be

.

!vielisse })a~sereau,Nadine Lucas, and Cat~y JJ{1ydsp~akforpro.tes··
ting student group
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"Reaching out" thePsy_ch Chlh

campus orginization begins new membership effort
The Psychology Club of Bridgewater'
State College, since its inception, has
"reached out" to the various constituencies at the College for advice and recommendations in order to provide
programs, films, speakers, and seminars,
designed to be of interest and to involve
both the general student body, special
interest and minority groups.
In order to "commtinicate" to all populations throughout the College, the Psychology Club has publicized up-coming
activities and speakers utilizing the. full
spectrum of the College media services;
including The Comment, the campus
radio station WBIM, the posting of
announcements at heavily-frequen ted
locations throughout the campus, classroom announcemen ts by faculty
members, and ~•spirited" word-of-mouth
by the entire club membership. This
semester and this year (1986), not unlike
AT&Ts television and radio commercials, the Psychology Club wishes to
"REACH OUT" to all special interest,
international and minority groups by
extending the· cordial invitation to
become a Psychology, Club member. Seldom in one's career shall professional and
affiliate fees and membership dues be so
inexpensive. The only membership fee is
your interest and or attendance at those
programs and seminars of interest to
yourself, and related major or career
objectives. Recent educational, social
and cultural activities conducted by the
Psychology. Club included:

I. Psi Chi National Honor Society, General Discussion.
2. Parents Weekend Events and
Activities.
3. The Samaritans: Audience participation and discussion on
suicide and prevention.
4. Tour of Taunton State Hospital.
5. Tour of Brockton Veterans Administration HospitaL
6. New Englan_d Psychological Association Conference.
7. Massachusetts Psychological Association Conference.
8. Resume Writing and Job Interviews
Presentation and
Discussion, presented by Mr. Denny
Ciganovic, Director,
Career Planning and Placement.
9. The Strong Vocational Interest Inventory and the
Harrington-O'S hea Standardized Interest Test.
IO. Thejntercolleg iate Studies Institute.
presented by
Dr. Richard T. Colgan, Professor of
Psychology.
11. Heritage Day Parade participation.
12. Hypnotist Presentation.
13. Biofeedback Presentation.
14. Scholarship Fu~~d Coffee and Cake
Sale.
15. "Save the School Raffle" and Valentine's Day Party for
the St. Mary's Horne for Children
(School for the
emotionally disturbed with severe

An early
frost
By
JoAnn Runge
The once continuous ·fire alarms at
Shea/ Durgin residence haU.used to be a
big problem, but that has taken a back
seat to anot}\er problem: Ice COLD
SHOWERS.
Actually, cold showers are not a new
problem at Shea/ Durgin, but a conStant
hindrance to the residents" daily agendas.
Students are complaining that for a 9:00
A.M. or JO:OO A.M. cl~ss, they must get
up before 7:15 A.M. to be assured a
"warm" shower.
A resident who has a class .at 10:00
A.M. Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
said, "] get up every morning at 7:00 in
order to get a somewhat warm shower,
two hours earlier than I should have to.
One morning, I overslept ·my alarm .and
got up a~ 7: 18 and l had to contend with a
freezing shower. Ifs crazy."
Many students are trying to get around
the problem by taking showers at· night,
by getting up just before 7:15 A.M., by
taking a shower and then going back to
bed, or by Just getting up and ·wearing a
hat to classes.
"I've lived here for three years and I
find that the problem with cold showers is
· rather ridiculous," Demetrius Gonzales,
a sophomore at Shea/ Durgin repliea,
"It's too bad that the residents must put
up with such inconveniences every day_.
Some people work and study late, and it's
pretty hard for them to have to get up so
early just to get a warm shower. Ther~
must be something that can be done."
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Letters
!

Viewpoint
Commentary

Thrills, spills and (frills)

Student losesfaithin SGA
As a concerned student of Bridgewater
State College I have become extremely
disheartened over the incident which
occured on the weekend of February 14February !7, 1986. I am referring to the
misappropriation of funds by the Student
Government Association on a weekend
spent at Dunfey's. one of the most expensive hotels in Hyannis. Some $3,000.00
was spent on this so called "productive
weekend" in order to rewrite the SGA _
Constitution.
Many questions may be raised about
this "constitutional weekend." Was this
weekend opened to all students such as is
stipulated under the SGA Constitution
regarding any function/activity planned
by any student organization'? Were the
monies obtained through proper channels and legal proceedings? Should the
SGA have the power to take $3,000.00 or
any sum of money for that matter, to
spend in any way they wish? Did the SGA
act. in the "best interest .. of the student
hndy by spending monies foolishly when
th-:· constitution could and should have
been rewritten in the SGA Chambers?
\Vho does the SGA answer to and why is
there no system of checks and balances to
prevent injustices like this one from happening again'?
The saddest thing about this issue is
that the new constitution will not be finishe.d until the end of this year. The SGA
has been working on this constitution
since last March. Why all of a sudden was

this '"rewriting weekend" considered so
vital and important? In just three days
prior to this weekend in question the decision was made to go on this "business
trip." I question the validity. ethics and
productivity of this weekend in Hyannis.
This is an outrage and must be resolved
"in the best interest of the student body as
a whole." Is not the interests of the students the ultimate goal of the SGA?
WE the students of Bridgewter State
College, have been misrepresented by the
very representatives we entrusted into
power. Only through massive student
organization and involvement, signing of
petitions and the voicing of our disapproval will this issue come to rest. By allowing our voices to be heard before, during
and after the court proceedings to follow.
justice can finally be attained.
There were over 150 students present at
the SGA Senate Meeting Tuesday night,
2 / 18 / 86, and we ex pressed our d isa p proval over this matter. With your awareness
of this issue, we ask all BSC students to
stand up for their rights and take action
against what may be the biggest scandal
to ever hit Bridgewater State College.
There will be upcoming meetings of all
concerned stu~ents to discuss strategies
of continuing our protest.
This letter has been brought to you by a
member of Students Against Abuse of
Power. Please join us! .
Michael Frawley

By
Kevin Dwyer

Is there anyone on campus who
hasn't at least heard of the newest
storm brewing in the chambers of our
beloved Student Government? Well,
it's not as difficult as some SGA controversies. I mean, a lot oftimes, SGA
matters are technical and hard to follow, involving constitutional interpretations of laws and by-laws and what
not. But this one, it's pretty simple-and about as juicy as the prime rib at
Dunfey's.
The issue: the Constitutional Weekend spent in the quiet luxury of Dunfey's, the best (or most expensive,
anyway) resort on the Cape.
The question: Did the Student
Govermnent Association take liberties
with student money? (which is collected every semester when students
are billed, and which amounts to the
equivalent of our hard-earned tax
dollars.)
If you're looking for a definitive
answer, join the club. The matter will
have to be decided upon by the Student Court (Chief Justice Stephen
Melo presiding). Regardless of its
decision, students should know what
happened, be it constitutionally permissible or not.
On Friday, February 14, a party of
t;we:r;ity SGA members (including a

was in the SGA coiffers, but under
~ther ·- acd)unts. --Nadine .. L!!.~(:ls--the
S.GA 's on-again off-again treasurer
who couldn't get a leave of absence
and is now facing impeachment
proceedings--said the money was
never allocated by Ways and Means. It
was "transferred," Mike Romano and
Senator F. Scott Longo concurred. So
where did the money come from and
who was responsible for the transfer?
When this question was asked at the
S.A.A.P.s meeting, Senator Romano
(in all sincerity) replied: "Do you really
have to ask?"
From dilligent research and an ear
to the ground, this reporter has been
able to piece the story of the money
transfer together. It seems that our
own duly elected and fearless leader,
SGA President Denis Lawrence, was
primarily responsible. The SGA Executive Committee (including Lawrence,
Ist Vice President John J. Beaton, 2nd
Vice President Dan Darcey, acting
Treasurer Heidi Berry, ,and Senator
Longo) were parties to the money
transfer. But, alas, President Lawrence is the highest ranked, and when
the *%#¢* hits the fan, he's
responsible.
Now $2500 isn't a lot of money in
comparison to SGA's overall budget.
In those chambers upstairs in the Student Union, thousands are allocated
annually for the betterment of student

-·----·~·-=:::-------::;;::---------------ii'""----+_,f;o~rm;;e~r'em;;e~m;b;@e;r~,~t;p;h;eev~e;n;e~r~ab;l~e~M~a~t~-. .,c;,Iu!b~s~a~n~d"o~r~g~a~n~iz~a~ti~o~n~s~.i!ll'IB~u~tffw;;h~e~n~J-,Jr~"''''"
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attends this college) departed for a
stimulating weekend at Dunfey's with
the singular objective of revising the
SGA Constitution. Throughout the
Imig weekend they worked tirelessly,
morning, noon, and night, to bring
this document into the l 980's, making
it something that will transcend the
constrictions of time and adapt to the
changing role of student government
for future generations. It's no small
wonder that in the course of su,ch selfless pursuits, the parties involved spent
about twenty-five hundred dollars on
the bare necessities of food and lodging. (After all, statesmen need to eat
and sleep too.)
The list of expenses is pretty impressive: $80.00 at Burger King for the
:Weekend, a $160.00 a table Saturday
evening dinner in Dunfey's elegant
dining room(five tables, that's $800 all
totaled), and the list goes on. Senator
Mike Romano, speaking at the Students Against Abuse of Power meeting
last Monday, admitted that, "There
was no control. People were ordering
shrimp cocktail, dessert, ... anything."
He also informed the S.A.A.P.'s meeting (saps, isn't that appropriate?) that
the Senate never VQted on the funds to
be spent on the weekend. The money
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kend that produced little more constitutional reform than the suggestion of
bi-camera} legislation (which, basically, would give us just more of the
same chaos), you've got to wonder.
I think that if the SGA wanted to
give themselves a nice long weekend
down at the Cape because they work
hard at what they do (they do, y'know) .
the students would say, "Sure. Go
'head." But this time, they did it behind
everyone's back, and they got.caught.
If honesty had remained an ingredient
in SGA's fiscal affairs, this whole scandal never would have happened. But
now, we've got what my friend Mike
Ryan termed ''Dunfeygate." And the
tra:cks can't be covered up.

If you want to find out more about
what you can do in regard to this mattet:, attend the Students Against Abuse
of Power meeting Monday at 3:30 in
the Demo Room at the Student
Union, or contact Mike Frawley at the
Athletic Training Room in the Kelly
Gym (ex. 2071) or Shan Crete at the
Women's Center, upstairs in the Student Union, right near the SGA's
office. And while you're up there, say
hi to Denis Lawrence, because he
really cares about "We, the people."

Lucas denies role as leader of

. ,....

Everyo·ne. makes them. .
If· you see a .mistake in this·paper,
pt6$se, help us to correc~ it.
.
.
.Stop by our office (next~ the bookstore).
Or, ·conta~t Roger ·Spring or Peggy Hayet·
at 69.7-1200, exl 21·ss·.

u

cloamnwri£egiE~po.:sdetoa8statteumedn·t-ent

made in the paper pertaining to the article: Concerned Students Fill Gallery in
Council Chambers. The article stated
that "Treasurer Nadine Lucas was the
. , organizer of the movement against
SGA. ''This statement is not true. It is my
belief that our constitution was violated.
I expressed this opinion to students. It
was a group of students who formed the

protesters
movement because they were concerned
about their rights.
If anyone has any questions concerning this matter, please feel free to contact
me via the SGA office. Thank you.

Sincerely,
Nadine Lucas
Treasurer
Student Government Association

Thursday, February 27, 1986
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SIGN UP

WITH US. AND
WE'LL
SIGNOFFON
YOUR LOAN.

Just because you grad,
uated from college doesn't
mean you have to graduate
into debt. Erase your college
debt with the Army's Loan
Repaymen t Program.
Each year yo11 serve as a
soldier, the Armv will reduce
your college debt by 1/3 or
$1,500, whichever amount is
greater. So after serving just
3 years, your college !oan will
be completely paid off.
You're eligible for this
program with a National
Direct Student Loan, or a
Guarantee d Student Loan,
or a Federally Insured Student Loan made after October 1, 1975. And the loan
can't be in default.
And just because you've
left college, don't think you'll
stop learning in the Army.
Our skill training offers a

Above: concerned students fill SGA Chambers. Right: Senator David Lawrence addresses Senate.
Dcont. from p. I

voted on it again because the money was
supposed to be for other purposes.
held." His request was met by hisses from
As to why the SGA couldn•t do the
the Gallery.
revisions in the Council Chambers , BeaThe first motion of the evening came
ton stated that the Executive Board
up. The move to allocate $75.00 for a
thought it would be best to have everyone
General Fund for the Menorah Club
in a central location. He said they chose
passed 24-0-0. The second motion passed
Dunfey's because it was "the first place
also, that to approve the budget of the
that came to mind," due to their recepChemistry Club.
tiveness of student groups.
The final motion of the night was to
There was much yelling and squabrecognize Melisse Dansereau , Spokesbling at the meeting, and after two hours
P 1'1H• • • ell~itii ttr~l\· ...~~~)1:~"1'' i,~,~~~~;,·~q;~:~I~~:'•
.
··.· ..
of Bridgewat er State College.1'h.is;passed
same.poin ts we~e repe .
. . . . . over~
by a unanimou s vote.
and before the mc;eting ended afJO~I~,
Danseraeu and the other students
both parties agreeded that no matter how
questioned where the money came from.
much was said, neither .was going .to'
admit they were wrong. They both interHeidi Berry answered that $852 came
preted the Constituti on differently in
from the Homecom ing fund, $1700 came
regards to the aquisition of the funds. The
from Student/ Social Activities, and $800
students have decided to send the matter
from the inactive Project P.A.R.T.Y .
in front of the Student Court for a deciThis money had been voted on at the
sion. Tha-t decision should be forthcombeginning of the year, therefore, argued
the SGA, it didn't have to vote on it
ing within a few weeks.
again. The students say they should have

Monday ,
9:00-4:00
9:00-4:00
9:00-4:00
9:00-4:00
9:00-4:00

LOBBY TABLE CALEN DAR
March 3
Arts for All--Ticket Sales/N.Y. trip
Yearbook Sales--Yearbooks
Lacrosse Club--Raffle
Sigma Chi Little Sisters--Goodbye Kisses
Mike Camis--Sneakers/ Sweaters

Tuesday,
9:00-4:00
9:00-4:00
9:00-4:00
9:00-4:00
9:00-4:00
9:00-4:00

March 4
Arts for All--Ticket Sales/N.Y. trip
Yearbook Sales--Yearbooks
Lacrosse Club--Raffle
Sigma Chi Little Sisters--Goodbye Kisses
Sheldon Liberman--Electronics
Marlene Mezamed--Jewelry

Wednesday, March 5
9:00-4:00 Arts for All--Ticket Sales/N.Y. trip
9:00-4:00 Yearbook Sales--Yearbooks
9:00-4:00 Lacrosse Club--Raffle
9:00-4:00 Donna Dietz--Jewelry
9:00-4:00 Trader Fred's-.. / Sneakers/ Sweats
Thursday , March 6
9:00-4:00 Arts for All--Ticket Sales/N.Y. trip
9:00-4:00 Year book Sales--Yearbooks
9:00-4:00 Lacrosse Club--Raffle
9:00-4:00 Sears Roebuck / Brockton--Credit Card Applications
9:00-4:00 Beth Glickman--Jewelry/ Figurines
9:00-4:00 Bisi J ackson--Sweaters I Jackets I Vests
Friday, March 7
9:00-4:00 Yearbook Sales-Ye arbooks
9:00-4:00 Bisi Jackson- Sweater s/ Jackets/V ests
1

wealth of valuable high~tech,
career,orie nted skills. So sign
up. And watch us sign off.
Find out more by calling your
local Army Recruiter.

ARMY.
Bl
All
YOU CAM 8£..
.__________________ _

......

th~'~Rt; :r:'

579 Bedfo rd Street (route s JS and 28)
(acros s from Nautil us Cent,er)

•

Bridg ewate r

Open 7days
Mon.-Sat. 5a.m.-2p.m.
Sun. 6a.m.-2p.m.

Brea kfast ~erv_e:d al.I day
omelets,

2, eggs any style

fresh

home fries, toast·

panacakes

anti coffee

muffins

only -

99$

Dally lunc heon specials:
:An Inexp ensiv e alternatl,ve

to the College

Cafete~la
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Resident Assistants
refuse to speak

Hon ors Rec epti on held in
Bridgewater's H erit.ageRoom
By
Pam Sweeney
On February 19. 1986, the President's
Honor Reception was held in the Heritage Room in the Maxwell Library. Students were invited .. based upon class
standing as evidenced by cumulative
grade point average at Bridgewat er State
College.·· Dr. Robert Dillman. Vice President of Academic Affairs. welcomed all
students. He was followed at the podium
by President Adrian Rondileau who also
addressed the Honor Students ... I am
pleased to share with you the affection we
have for you as students here. We think
we have fine students ... among fine
faculty and courses ... and we're glad
you're with us ...
Dr. Dillman had one last word of
advice to offer to the students. '"Part of
excellence is pushing yourseJf to the limit
in a subject. Strive for excellence. don't
accept mediocrity and it will carry over to
life and your career."
This is a listing. which was originally
posted by the Freshman Advising Center.
or 76 BSC freshmen students who
aquired a 3.3 or better QPA for their first
semester.
ACHORN . MARY
ADAMS. ROBERT

BELL MARILY N
BENNETT . DONNA
BESSETT E. ELENA
BETTERS . ANN
BRUNEAU . LISA
BURESH. LISA
CAMPBE LL. SHARON
CANNEY. KARA
CIERI. ANDREA
·COLE. BARBAR A
CONLEY. DONNA
CORBETT . CH RJSTOPH ER
COTTI. LORRAIN E
DASI.LVA. JANA
DAVENP ORT. DAVID
DERRO, LINDA
DESTOOP . DONNA
DOYLE. MAURIC E
DUNN. CH RI STOPHER
DWYER. DEBORA H

EGLAND . MARK
ENGSTRO M, TARA
ENNIS, CATHER INE
EWERS, KIMBERL Y
FERIOLI, CARMEL A
FLYNN, JAMES
FRISBIE. KYM
FURCHT, THOMAS
HARRING TON, JAMES
HER.YA
HILDITCH , NANCI
HOWE, VICKI
INGEMI, CHRISTIN E
JENKINS, LYNN
KELLEY, THOMAS
KENT, STACEY
KINNEY, CINDY
LAVOIE, SUZANNE
LEONARD O, LISA
MACHAD O, LISA
MADDEN , ANDREW
MILORD, REGINE
MORR ILL, ANN
MORTEN SEN, MARY
MUCCI, WENDY
MURPHY , KAREN
NELSON, JUDITH
OHLEN, ELIZABE TH
OLIVIERE , AMY
ORLAND ELLO. LISA
PAPPALA RDO, JULIE
PERRY. DENISE
PETRIE, BRIAN
QUINN, KATHLEE N
RAPOSO, IVONE
REARDO N, STEPHEN
RENAU
DE N
RUSS, DEBORA H
SAGE, REBECCA
SAVAGE, KIMBERL Y
SA WYER, REBECCA
SCIOLETT I,· CARA
SHINE, KAREN
SORRENT I, VALER IE
SWEENEY , PAMELA
TRODELL A, JOANNE
TUCKER, JEFFREY
TUNEWIC Z, LORI-AN N
VALCOURT~ DAWN
VAN, AN
VEDOVEL LI. CHRISTI NE
WESTWO OD, SUSAN

By
Mary Mac Neil
Recently, there's been a lot of secrecy
and confusion regarding the telephone
service on campus. Due to the recent discovery of abuse of the long-distan ce service, cutbacks have been made as many
Resident Assistants discovered. However, when the R.A.'s were approache d
with this matter, the replies were all the
same: NO COMMEN T. Louis Perry,Associate Director of Planning and Development, suggested talking to the
President's Office. According to President Adrian Rondileau , periodicall y the
phone systems are evaluated and that's
what's happening now.
In order to make a long distance phone
call using a college extention, many people are forced to go through the switchboard operator. This creates an overload
of work for the operators. However,
according to Dr. Rondileau , there is a
possibility that another operator might
be hired in order to extend the hours of
the switchboa rd further into the evening.

(617)

823-3274

ARMY: BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

CAMPUS

ADVERTISING REP
Be responsible for placing advertising
materials on your campus bulletin boards.
Work on exciting marketing programs for
clients such as American Express, AT & T,
Sony and Sierra Club. Choose your own
hours. Good experience and great money!
For more infonnation call,
1-800-426-5537 9-5 pm.
(West Coast time)
Representative Program
American Passage
500 Third Ave West
Seattle, WA 98ll9
CHICAGO DAU.AS

LOS ANGELES

NEW YORK

SFAITLE

SPRING BREAK '86
1
"

Ft. Lauderdale •

1

7· am to Noon - "EARLY RISE R"

BLOODY MARY SPEC IAL
10 am to 6 pm POOLSIDE PARTIES

For you early risers, h.ave a Bloody Mary and KEEP THE MUG!
UVE D.J. EMCEEIN G PooLSID E CONTES T •WATER VOLLEYB ALL .
TOURNA MENT• FREE BEER CHUG RELAYS,. FREE T·SHIRT RELAYS
THE BELLYFLOP CONTEST •AND CLIMAX THE DAY WITH ••• THE
WETTEST, WET T·SHIRT CONTEST FEATURED IN PLAYBOY MAGAZI NE
CASH PRIZES •FREE T·SHIRTS •AND OTHER GIVEAWAYS

7pm to 8 pm COLLEGE HAPPY HOUR
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE PARTY * FRIDAY , .MARCH 14
FREE SPRING BREAK '86 T·SHIRT WITH PAID ADMISSIO N FOR
ABOVE COLLEGE STUDENTS BETWEEN 7 O'CLOCK AND 8 O'CLOCK
WITH PROPER COLLEGE 1.0.

ALL BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER -$.75
COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZES!

EVENINGS

YOUR.LOAN.

SSG Ben Aldridg e
Tannton Recruiti ng Station

Now that you've had the opportuni ty
to look over some of the recent past activities of the Psycholog y Club, perhaps you
have some poignant suggestion s and
recommen dations for future speakers,
films, programs and activities! We'd welcome them ... together with your application to become a member of the
Psycholog y Club.

-------------CELEBRATE----------~

SIGN UP WITH US
AND WE'LL SIGN Orf ON
Just because you graduated from college doesn't
mean you have to graduate into debt. Erase your college
· debt with the Army's Loan Repayme nt Program.
Each year you serve as a soldier, the Army will
reduce your college debt by 113 or $1,500, whichever
amount is greater. So after serving just 3 years, your col~
lege loan will be completely paid.off.
You're eligible for this program with a National
Direct Student Loan, ora Guarante ed Student Loan, or
a Federally Insured Student Loan made after October 1,
1975. And the loan cant be in default.
And just because you've left college, don't think
you'll stop learning in the Army. Our skill training
offers a wealth of valuable high~tech, career,or iented
skills. So sign up. And watch us sign off. Find out more
by calling your local Army Recruiter.

Ocont. from p. l

SUMMERS on the beach presents ....
FT. LAUDERDALE'S FINEST ROCK 'N ROLL BAND NIGHTLY PLUS OUR
INTERNATIONALLY ACCLAIMED O.J. SPINNIN G THE BEST DANCE
MUSIC AND ALL DAY, ALL NIGHT MUSIC VIDEO.

MON, WED & THUR:
Contest N ite
Prizes & 9.iveaways

SATURDAY:
Come and Party til 3 AM!

TUE & FRI:
"Best Buns on the Beach" Contest

SUNDAY:
Video Music Nite
Dance to our wide screen video

$175.00 Cash Prizes

·and special effects Ught show
between band sets.

Heralded by Playboy magazine

,--CLIP AND

SAVE----------------------~------CLIP AND SAVE--,

\BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE PARTY

I
'

I

*

FRIDAY ,. MAR ..

14

ONE FREE BAR DRINK OR DRAFT OR SOFT DRINK
GOOD FROM 7·8 PM NIGHT.LY
(Limit one per customer)

.

I
I
II

f Summers on the Beach * 219 S. Atlantic Blvd. * Ft. Lauderdale, Florida* (305) 462·8978 ·1
I
(Located

1/2 block north of Las Olas Blvd. on A 1 A) .. .
1
' FLORIDA DRINKING LAW:' You must be born on or before June 30, 1966
1
to legally purchase alcoholic beverages in Florida.
I

I

! SPRING BR EA K '86

1
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High school or college?
Stu den t questions absence pol icy
By
Karen Melanso n
Is the attendan ce policy a necessity? If
a student has an A average, is it right that
'the grade should be in jeopard y because
of ~n unsatisf actory amount of absences?
There are two conflicti ng views on the
answer to this question .
One side is that it should be up to the
student whether or not he attends class.
Student s are paying for their educatio n.
If they choose not to go to class, why
should they be penalize d ? "This is not
high school anymor e," say propone nts of
this point of view.
On the other hand, some teachers feel
.that if students miss beyond a certain
number of classes, then they will be
missing the required lecture material . In
order to learn a sufficient amount of
material for the course, they need to be in
class.
But what if students can pass, or even
better, earn an A without being in class?
Why must students have an explana tion
that theirs was a genuine absence? Must a
student attend all classes in order to get
all the required informa tion? Do teachers
have the right to drop a student' s grade
due to an excessive lack of attendan ce?
These are qµestion s common ly asked by
students .
Accordi ng to the Attenda nce Policy,
(page 78 of the Student Handbo ok),
teachers do have this academi c freedom .

This freedom means that it is up to the
teacher to decide how much materia l can
be missed for the student still to pass with
minimal knowled ge of the materia l, or,
how much the student should know when
leaving the course. Rule One of the policy
states this freedom , "At the beginnin g of
each course, the faculty member should
explain in writing his/ her policy on
attendan ce, particul arly _flarifying what
he/she consider s to be excessive absence
and unexcus ed absence ."
If you think you are being treated
unjustly you can do somethi ng about it.
First, look over the policy to see if you
have a definite case. If you have, then
bring the problem to the teacher. If you
get nowhere , go to the head of the
departm ent. Ybu will be listened to.
Also, if after reading the policy, you
think that it is unfair (or any portion of.it
is) you have the right to try to have it
changed . Policies that are to be
challeng ed can be brought (by anyone) to
the All-College Commit tee. Student s
may ask them to review the policy, or the
portion disagree d with. They will send it
to the Academ ic Affairs Commit tee
where it will be investig ated and
~uggestions may be recomm ended.

•

Februar y celebrat ed the 60th
Black History Month. Dr. Carter Goodwi n Woodso n (18751950), founded the Associa tion
for the Study of Negro Life and
History in 1915. Woodso n's
endeavo rs met stiff oppositi on
from non-min ority experts and~
authorit ies; howeve r, the scholar maintai ned that the Negro
had an importa nt past and had
greatly contrib uted to the
mainstr eam of civiliza tion,
thus deservin g credit for a job
well done.
In 1926 as the Directo r of the
Associa tion, Woodso n introduced Negro History Month.
The graduat e of Harvard University and student of the Sorbonne in Paris earned the title
"the father of modern Negro
historio graphy. "

The civil rights revolts of the
l 960's led by college students
brought a new emphasi s to
Woodso n's idea. By 1965,

Though the commit tee will not bend to
everybo dy's wishes, if there is a genuine
case, such as the argume nt for an
attendan ce policy, they will listen, and at
least you will have put your two cents in.

The Comm ent

Carter G. Woodson

many leading instituti ons and scholars
from all walks of America n life were
develop ing program s to fill the longneglected commu nication gap in the history of mankin d.
For too long, the contribu tions which
Black America ns made were ingnored or
credit was given to others. The focus of
the 60's and 70's was for Blacks to learn
'the rich heritage of their forefath ers.
Black America ns immerse d themselves in
the dusty archives of history to discover
their proud past.
The mileston e shown on Black History
Month are but a few of the contribu tions
made by Black America ns, but they are
highly exempla ry of those which Woodson sought to have exposed for all to
apprecia te.
Black History must be used as a too 1of
analysis and a vital reservoi r of spiritual
and intellect ual power and anything less
will hinder the survival of black people.
The focus of Black History in the
l 980's and the celebrat ion of this past
month highligh ts some of the contribu ·
tions. made by Black America ns, whi\c. ·
fosterin g a greater awarene ss of lhos(
contribut.iOI)§. t> , •dl mankin d.
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Dear P.J.,

Dear Innocen t Bystand er,

Is there a debate (club here at
B.S.C. I've never heard of one and I
am intereste d in starting one. How
would I go about it?

Either way, your friend is going
to be hurt, if he finds out on his own
or if you tell him. Put yourself in his
position and approac h the question
as: "would I want him to tell me if
he knew?" I'm sure you '11 come to
an appropr iate answer.

Signed,
Dan Debate

Dear Dan,
Yes, there is a Debate Club on
campus called the Forensic Team.
This club has been very successful
since its start 17 years ago. Student s
compet e in both debate and
individu al ·speakin g contests , at
four major tournam ents each
semeste r. The club holds itsmeeting s every Tuesda y and
Thursda y at 11 :00 in the Student
Union Pit, across from the Speech
Comm unicati on Depart ment
offices. They always· welcome new
students , so check it out!

Dear P.J.,
I am tired of hearing people
constan tly complai n that they have
a cold or that they need some
serious rest or how their runny nose
is turning into pneumo nia. Grow
up! Think· of all the people who
have serious illnesses and are bed
stricken in hospital s. Be thankfu l
it's only the commo n cold· you've
got!
Signed,
Sick of Sick

Dear P.J.,
How do you stop your best friend
from ruining his life? My friend is
seeing a girl who cheats on him
constan tly behind his back. My
friend is head over heals for this girl
and is blind to her actions. How can '
I help him out without hurting his
feelings?
Signed,
innocen t Bystand er

:ell··'.'.'.~~.•:' ··1
'"''
-'•. ·,.'·.·.·..

Dear Sick of Sick,
Thanks for your advice. Maybe
some people will realize how lucky
they really are!

Yo ung hea rts and min ds
blo om as sum me r app roa che s
By
Gail Winslow

to cold· weather ; no way to get yourself
outside! And doesn't it seem like there's
more people around campus after spring
break than before?

Just the other day, on board the BAT
bus, I happen ed to overhea r an
interesti ng question . The boy seated to No longer are parties low-key --the more
my right asked his neighbo r what his the merrier, the wilder the party outside.
summer plans were. "Summ er plans!" I
And how 'bout them sports in the
thought to myself, "this kid must be springti me. Tennis. golf, rugby, football
,
jokingr! The snow is barely off the hacky sack and disc are just a few athletic
ground and this characte r is in shorts!" events enjoyed before. during and ~.fter
But the joke was on me when later that 'classes.
day, in big red letters, my dateboo k read,
"3 weeks til spring break!" Geez boy,
'Just pictur e it... music,
three weeks, that's all? Come to think of it
windo
ws rolled down, shades
I did raise my eyebrow s when two
professo rs passed out midterm s this on- come on who
cool?'
week. I· mean, I still have to buy books.
With March break just around the
Spring weather is always a good excuse
corner that means the final half of spring to road trip, too. Road trips to
Dead
semeste r '86 is close behind. And that can shows, the Islands and the Cape.
Road
only mean one thing, TOTAL CHAOS !! trips for. pleasure or for the business
of
After March break, it's as if overnig ht lining up a summe; : place
and job. Or
grass grows, birds sing outside your , road tripsto New Hampsh ire for
Sunday
window s in the morning , flowers bloom beers. Just picture iL .. music,
window s
and trees bud.
rolled down, shades on, come on who's
cool?
Speakin g of bud, springti me means the
parties move outside instead of
desperat ely struggli ng to find a warm
I certainl y don't mean to neglect the
house, apartme nt, or room to party in. subject of grades, deadline s, classes and
the real reason why we matricu late at
Another change for th.e better in the Bridgew ater--to get a degree. But isn't it
springti me are the people. No l~nger do .funny how that happen s in the
we isolate ourselves from each other due 'Springtime?

s
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Look before you leap
By
Stena Wilder
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The corning week seems calculated to confuse even as it offers a myriad of new
and different opportunities for both spiritual and material gain. The wise individual
will deal with things. as they arise~ the unwise will tend to allow things to
accumulate, mistakenly believing that there is a continuity to the week's
opportunities. Friends are inclined to band together early in the week, seeking not
only safety in numbers, but also the kind of knowledge-sharing that ultimately
brings order out of chaos.
Personal relationships are strengthened by adversity this week. Children and
parents form a fierce barrier to intrusions from the outside that bode no good.
Fortunately, good health can be taken for granted by most people this week,
though momentary upsets may cause momentary fears.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 5)--To get the best value from the week's experiences,
savor each as it occurs. Don't lump things together. (March 6-March 20)--Consider
the long-range implications and applications of a plan presented to you more than
once this week.
ARIES (March 21-April 4)--This is a good week for gathering information on a
new project, but not a good week for launching it. Wait! (April 5-April 19)-Conflicting goals and desires cause concern and confusion .. Even so, hold back on
making decisions this week.
TAURUS (April 20-May 5)--Past difficulties suddenly reoccur in present
projects. Think things through carefully; you'll know what to do. (May 6-May 20)-0ld contacts reappear bringing offers of peace and a solution to your problem.
Don't turn your back.
GEMINI (May 21-June 6)--Negative beliefs work a hardship on your progress.
Meditate; seek help in establishing positive thought. (June 7-June 20)--Domestic
life takes on a rosy glow this week a·s you come to terms with loved ones regarding a
new phase of your career.
CANCER (June 21-July 7)--Be absolutely clear about your motives before
attempting to put plans into action. Are you really ready? (July 8-July 22)-Reversals will not necessarily arise from this week's complications. Move ahead,
then, with usual confidence.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 7)--Rather than struggle against contradictions, make an
effort to resolve them. Things are more alike than they seem. (Aug. 8-Aug. 22)--You
should feel the return of your old vitality by midweek. New projects urge you to a
strong, good effort.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 7)--Postpone making any new commitments of either
0

By
Nancy Johnson

ALL MY CHILDREN: Robin's
brother. Wade. concocted a scam to
organize a fund-raiser and then to steal
the profits. Dr. Sharon Mitchell admitted
a past affair with Dr. Voight.
ANOTHER WORLD: . Felicia and
Zane finally tied the marital knot. Jake
borrowed money from a loan shark, then
considered stealing some of the Egyptian
treasure.
AS THE WORLD TURNS: Doug
fingered an explosive device while
contemplating the failure of hisJife plan.
Bob and Kevin learned the location of
Doug's house.
CAPITOL: After learning that Paula
is keeping Mark a prisoner in her house,
Sloane forced Paula to return Mark to
the hospital. Julie launched a search for
Jenny.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES: Bo and Hope
located the supposedly deceased Britta,
who is alive and well. Savannah insisted
to Chris that she's given· up her life of
crime.
GENERAL HOSPITAL: Terry and
Kevin were married before Anna could
stop the ceremony. In Sao Paolo. Celia
caught Jimmy Lee in bed with Demitri's
assistant, Pilar.
GUIDING LIGHT: Kurt fumed .that

Mindy borrowed money from Billy.
Claire was outraged that, without asking
her permission, Ed took Michelle to visit
Bert.
,
LOVING: Curtis and Ava were
married in a judge's chambers. Spider
schemed against Trisha. Hunt taunted
Dolly that she hasn't told Keith ·
everything about her past.
ONE LIFE TO LIVE: Lisa's father,
Bart Baron, wants J ash to get close to
Lisa so that she'll stay away from Bobby.
Herb was named district attorney. Bo is
suspected of killing Dr. Polk.
RYAN'S HOPE: Frank and Jill
argued over her constant concern for
Dakota's welfare. Melinda reminded
Dakota that his mother, Meg, was a very
good con artist.
·
,
SANT A BARBARA: Pearl secretly
arranged a rendezvous for an
· unsuspecting Cruz and Eden. Sophia
dated a young~r man. Hayley began
working as a maid in C.C.'s mansion.
SEARCH FOR TOMORROW:
Hogan rescued Liza from her mystery
attacker, who turned out to .be Rivera.
Rivera confessed to killing Sarah ano
Stephanie. Liza is pregnant.
THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS
: Lauren was stunned to learn tha~ she's
pregnant. Jack offered Jill big bucks to
forget trying to blackmail him into
marrying her.

Cold showers on the Hill
Dcont. from p. I

Members of the administration were
asked what can be done. They· said that
the system which heats and ·pumps the
hot water up to· Shea/ Durgin hall is
rather old, and can only push so much.
When asked why the college would not
get a new one, they just said that the old
one was working better than past years
and would do fine f.:v now.
They said that because many residents

take showers at the same time, it's hard
for the heater to pump up so fast. Residents are suggested to take shorter showers and not let the. hot water run so long.
As it looks, now residen_ts will have to
keep thinking of ways in order to get
warm sh_owers in· the morning. Maybe
next year, instead of students investing in
new stereos and .T. V.s, they will invest in
portable shower heaters.

;'f
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Take care that in your haste to grasp opportunity, you don't act before you think.
Take time for a consultation.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-0ct. 7)--Don't try for any secret deals with the opposition.
Instead, meet it openly and keep resolutions aboveboard. (Oct. 8-0ct. 22)--If Y<?U
suspect your subconscious of blocking your way to success, look to childhood
events for an answer.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 7)--Patience and diplomacy work a double miracle as
you succeed in dealing successfully with the opposition. (Nov. 8-Nov. 21)-Unresolved difficulties from the recent past have more than a little effect on the
week's progress~-or lack of it.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov~ 22-Dec. 7)--Enthusiasm is the most important ingredient
you can bring to this week's involvements. Talent runs second. (Dec. 8-Dec. 21)-Look toward long-range success and you'll not be disappointed by this week~s lack
of immediate benefits, rewards.
_
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 6)--Don't be misled into believing financial affairs
are too complicated for you. Balance your books--now! (J~n. 7-Jan. 19)-Resistance to change could cause you to lose out on a pleasurable and profitable
deal this week. Go with the flow!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20.;.Feb. 3)--Collaborate' with others on a new project.
Together, you can bring about success--but not alone! (Feb. 4':"Feb. 18)--Don'tforce another into the role of adviser or mentor. Emphasize making friends this
week, n,ot misusing them.

Heard the latest?

New m=r()ntiers
Has got it!!

every Wednesday Night
9pm to midnight
Featuring:

The Top Ten at 10:00
hosted by:

Scott Yakola

only on 91.SFM

WBIM·
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Cheese Omelet
Waffles

Scrambled Eggs
Pancakes
Bacon

Cheese Omelet
French Toast

ACROSS
Foundation
Chides
Ones there
Blaze
Hire
Short jackets
Is borne
Seagoing vessel
Cunning
Liquid
Backbone
In which
As far as
33 Mile: abbr.
34 Buddy
35 Dine
36 Encounter
37 Novelty
38 Lamprey

122 Gorgon slain by
Perseus
124 Marry
.
125 Choir voice
126 Notoriously bad
128 Speck
129 Indigent
131 African antelopes
132 Towel insigne
133 Farm buildings
135 Shade tree
138 Shoemaker's tool
139 Salary
140 Seed container
141 Baker's product
142 Maiden loved by
Zeus
143 At home
144 Appointment

40 Denude

145 Proofreader's

1
6
11
16
21
22
23
24
25
26
28
30
32

~'Jlifi~ryr,,,,~,,,,~'*'~~ili,~~'J:Jtot~o~tt#. 11''

43 Opinion
44 Masculine
45 High mountain
. 4 7 Impair in vigor
49 Serene
50 Genus of cattle
51 Negated
54 Disturbance
55 Unusual
56 Talks idly
59 In addition
60 Condensed
moisture
62 Affair of chance
64 Whip
65 French article
66 Sun god
67 Toll
69 Wherewithal
70 Hospital section
71 Sunburn
72 Parisian season
74 Baseball's Maury
76 Small pad for hair
77 Sword handle
78 Care for
79 1,000 quintillions
82 Inscription on a
coin
84 Burdens
85 Pitch
86 Blackbird
88 College official
89 Harvest
90 Penned
92 ·One who eats to
lose weight
94 Monstrous
98 Part in play
99 Fruit seeds
100 Female deer
102 Barter
103 Attempt
· 104 Possessive
pronoun
105 Observes
106 Once more
108 Petition
. 109 Apothecary's wt.
11 O Japanese drama
111 Word of sorrow
112 Dazzled
114 Permit
116 Hawaiian wreath
117 Loose fragments
of rock
119 Crate
120 Corn plant parts

m@r>k,,
Freshet
149 Unidentified
flying object:
abbr .
150 Wine drink
152 Checks
154 Badgerlike animal
156 Tricks
158 Body of soldiers
159 Declare
160 New - Eve
161 Cubic meter

DOWN
1 Reproach
2 Eagle's nest

3 Follows Fri.
4 lslan.d: abbr.
5 Stitch
6 Hold back
7 Studio
8 Rocky hill
9 Half an em
10 Draft agency: init.
11 Group of three
12 Clue
13 Poem
14 Selenium
symbol
15 Hold in high
regard
16 Level
17 Illuminated
18 Article
19 Substance
20 Wear away
27 Suitable
29 Point of hammer
31 Cut
36 Distance measure
37 Abstain from
certain foods
39 Alight
40 Hurried
41 Bucket
42 Improve
43 Diversify
44 Protective ditch
46 Lithium symbol
48 Fate
49 Vehicles
50 Wire nail
51 Challenges
52 Related on
mother's side
53 Contaminate
55. Leased
56 Saucy
57 African antelope

58 Dispatches
61 Source of water
63 South African
Dutch
64 Hairless
68 Draws out
70 Victors
71 Pot for brewing
tea
73 Praises
74 Alcoholic
beverage
75 Painful spots
77 Vital organ
78 Frog
80 Carry
81 To no degree
83 Obtain
84 Unaspirated

x

Scrambled Eua
Sausap
PaD!CJlcCS w/Syrop

'

90 Squeeze out
moisture .
91 Moving part.of
motor
92 Expires
93 Kind of horse
95 Belabor
96 Solicits
earnestly
97 Country of Asia
99 Toll
101 Downy ducks
105 Winter vehicle
106 Likewise
107 Approach
111 Declare
112 Cudgels
113 Colorless
115 Spreads for
drying
116 Old musical
instrument
i 18 Serviceman's
discretion: init.
119 Hint
121 Food fish
123 Fulfill
125 Maddens
126 Assistant
127 Tests
129 Coloring
substance
- 130 Proprietor
~ 31 Ship channel
132 Quadruped
134 Seine
136 Certain prisoner
137 Antlered animal
139 Stinging insect
140 Gasp for breath
144 Pair
145 Successor to

oss

146 Attempt
147 Music: as written
148 Bitter vetch
149 Employ
151 ·Proceed
153 Latin conjunction
155 Dipthong
'157 Guido's low note

.....,;
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DINNER

Tomato Soup
Buddy Boy on a Bun
American Chop Suey
Carrots & Peas

Tomato Soup
Roast Turkey w/Y,ravy ·a
Dress
.
,
Baked Ham w/Fruit Sauce
Mashed Potato
Spinach
Squash

Beef Vegetable Soup
Hot Pastromi on a bun
Chicken a la King
Potato Puffs
Green Beans

Beef Vegetable Soup
Fresh Baked Cod
Spaghetti w/Mea~ls

Corn Chowder
BLT Sandwich
Sheppard's Pie w/Gravy
Peas & Mushrooms
Chicken Nood1e Soup
CheMe.:Flizza'
Beef Pot Pie ·
Chili Con Carne
Wax Beans

Corn Chowder
Steak w/Sauteed onion &
mushroom
Chicken Cutlet w/Brown

I

O'Brie·n Potat6'es
Broccoli
Corn
Garlic Bread

Gravy
Baked Potato Bar
Carrots
Zuchini

Chicken Noodle Soup
Fried Chicken Quarten
Baked Macaroni A:. Cheae
Panley Boiled Potato
GRen Beam wI Bacon Bitt
Mixod Vcactabla

Clam Chowder
Fried Chicken Pieces
Tuna Noodle Culerole

French Friel

Cheele Omelet

Vqetable Beef Soup

Clam Chowder

Waffiea w/Synip

Meatball Sub
Chicken Croquettes
Poi.to Puffs

Baked fish w /Lemon Sauce
Stuffed Manicotti
Potato au Gn.tin
'P-. .., I ON.om.

M\xcd Ve~'o\ea

,,,, ~j«.:~a'f'T~~i·,~~.~~ ,~1t·1 r
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LUNCH

Cauliflower

F

.
I
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EastoOrder.

French Tout

Veptable· Beef Soup
Beel Barpndy wI httered

French Onion. Soup
Shaved Rout llcef

E•

on a 1 Bulkie
American Chop Suey

Fried Clam Roll

Onion Jlinas

Home Fria
Broocoli

Carrota

Green Beau

s

Eus to Order
Wamea

Cam Chowder
Steak w/Sauteed onion

a.

·musbre><>m
Chicken Cutltt w/Brown
Gravy
Baked Potato Bar
Carrott

French Onion Soup
Shaved Roast Beef on a
Bulkie
American Chop Suey
Home .Fries
Broccoli

Last editi on's
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Fou r For The Pric e Of Thre e
By
E. Kelly

photo John Burns

Commed ian Al Ducharm e does "The
Superma rket At Club Soda."

The S.U.P.C. presented not three but four talented comedian s in last week's Club
Soda Comedy night. Brian Frazer, Europes favorite comedian entertain ed the crowd
with his list of favorite fun things to do, and the ever popular, infamous caulking gun
joke. He finished up with his impressio n of a dog-com edian and his Moose ventriloquist puppets doing Moose Springste in.
Larry Hargador i, a former student of BSC, improved our education as well with his
Harlem version of Hamlet, followed by a descripti on of his trip to a bird sanctuar
y
with his mother.
The third performe r was Al Ducharm e and his Ferrari tape recorder. Ducharm e did
some very funny impressio ns, including AI Pacino as Scarface, Kathryn Hepburn
and
Henry Fonda in On Golden Pond, and the Reverend Jim from Taxi. Another favorite
of the crowd was his own unique Moonwa lking routine.
The evening's finale was the return performa nce of Chance Langton, with his
repertoire of musical impressio ns, including James Taylor, Bob Dylan, and Johnny
Cash.
The evening was conclude d with a sing-a-lo ng. The key to being a good comedian
is
in the delivery of the material, and Chance has perfected this - because, as he says,
"That's the way I am."

Forc e Quic kly Becoming A Pow er
f\·ery once in a while a musical group
comes along that captures the pub! ic's
imaginati on. A group that sings and
plays an entirely new brand of pop music.
A band with a fresh approach and an
irresistab le optimism . Tour de Force is
just such a hand.
'
Tour de fc)rce is Emerson College student D~we Patt!lkvo nyocals and lead

videos. they have marketed their records
nationally through mail-orde r advertising, and have played just about every club
and college in the area. The band also
personall y handles all their own bookings, publicit y, product ion, and
advertisin g.
Having already scored several hits on
the local radio and video stations, Tour
imre1.rtl'l':~re1H~lhI1P11n~nm1nm eeerr1~.'! -il1~1 Wf erffll* It Pi"4\I 'f'idf!l!ft!~Tl,MJI Ht5Bl-lbl
t!
piano. and rhthym guitar. Jay Howard, a
TV show for syndicati on showcasi ng the
U Mi:iss student o·n bass guitar, and B.C.
band and its music.
grad Lou Bartone on drums. This young
Tour de Force has been both lauded
quartet is taking Boston by storm and
and criticized for treading unfamilia r
winning the attention of audiences and
ground musically and in business. They
critics alike.
have not followed the "accepted route" to
Tour de Force recently p!ayt:d a consuccess and have thus far refused to cowcert at the prestigious Berklee Perfor- tow to tradition. Simply stated, Tour
de
mance~ Center. becoming the only local
Force is a unique group.
act witholjt a recording contract to ever
Tour de Force is currently talking with
have pl~yed there. The show was
record companie s in both New York and
recorded 'and is about to be released as a
London, hoping to find just the right deal
live. 2-record set.
that will allow the group to retain artistic
In less than a year and a half, Tour de. control. Regardles s of their innovativ e
Force has recorded and produced a fullbusiness approach , the most unique
Iength album and 2 EPs in their own .aspect of Tour de Force remains their
Newton studio. they have produced 3
music. And in the end, the music is what.
really matters.

Livingston Taylor
In Concert
With

David Maguire
... ,..

_:.....

8:00 p.m. Friday, Marc h 7, 1986

"'·

'<;;:;

Whea ton College
Cole Memorial Chap el
Limited tickets available at the. door or call 285-7722. ext. 222 for
advance ticket informati on.

Macc hio At
Cros sroad s
Music is Eugene Martone' s life. A
prodigy. he is considere d one of the Juilli.ard School of Music's most promisin g
guitar students. Gifted in the classical disciplines, Eugene has also immersed himself in America' s musical heritage.
Despite his teacher's warnings that he
cannot serve two masters and squander
his talents, Eugene is convince d that playing blues guitar will propel him to star-

The Bard
By
Michael F. Hall

Alice in Wonderla nd, the musical version of Lewis Carroll's timeless masterpiece, will be presente d by the
Bridgewa ter State College Children 's
Theatre March 6-12 in the Student Union
Auditori um. A lice is the eighteent h children's producti on by Ensembl e Theatre
,and the first show that it has decided to
revive.
'"I felt that our original producti on of
A lice in Wonderl and, in 1972, marked
the turn around in our children' s Program," comment s Dr. Richard Warye,
who founded BSC Children 's Theatre in
1969. "By then, we were just beginnin g to
us~ the new stage in the Student Union
which helped consider ably."
Since then, Children 's Theatre at BSC
has really taken off, playing to 9,000
children annually . The offerings vary
from musical producti ons to adaption s
and original productio ns. Dr. Warye,
who has directed 15 of the previous J 7
productio ns says that the theatre offers
""High quality shows at a low price."
Check this column next week for for
more about the children' s.extrava ganza:
Playing and Producin g for Kids. Also for
more informat ion on Alice in Wonderland call Dr.Wary e at 697-1321 .

JtuJ mut1111 Iii illllllll2iillklilt 111•11. HI I j llUfWOOll!M -·· .Jim
Willie Brown (a.k.a. Blind Dog Fulton) is an aging Delta bluesman , reputed
•I

•

to be one of the greatest blues harmonic a
players and vocalists ever to emerge from
Mississip pi. Years ago, Willie was a
friend of the legendary Robert Johnson
whose songwrit ing, singing and fingerpicking crowned him the King of the
Delta Blues. Willie, like his deceased
friend, found fame short-live d and now
languishe s in a lock-up New York nurs- .
ing· home, the end of the line after having
been imprison ed for shooting another
bluesman .
Ralph Macchio , the actor who was
catapulte d to ·stardom in the 1984 hit
film, The Karate Kid, stars as the gifted
young guitarist, Eugene Martone , in
Columbi a Pictures' Crossroa ds. The
multi-tal ented singer-so ngwriter- actor,
Joe Seneca, memorab le in The Verdict
and Si!verado . stars as Willie Brown.
Jami Gertz,· of Quicksilv er and Square
Pegs, stars as Frances, a young runaway
in this film directed by Walter Hill.
Eugene's research has started him on
the trail of one ofRobertJohns~n's unrecorded songs with which he hopes ·to
launch his blues career. Eugene is sur~
that Willie Brown is alive and finally
locates him at the Eastwick Security Rest -·
Home. In exchange for teaching Eugene
the fabled song, Willie insists that the
young man help him escape and return to
his native Fulton's Point, in Mississip pi.
In the heart of the Mississip pi Delta, in
a desolate place marked by a single
gnarled tree, two dusty roads meet. This
is the legendary crossroad s, where
accordin g to blues folklore, aspiring
young musician s can make a deal with the
devil, bargainin g their souls for fame and
fortune. Robert Johnson and Willie
Brown knew the place well-..:they signed
their unholy contracts there.
Eugene, nickname d "Lightnin g Boy"
by Willie for his bravado, becomes Wil-

lie's ticket back to the crossroa ds to take
care of some unfinishe d business. In an
abandon ed plantatio n mansion , Eugene
and Willie hook up with 17-year-o ld
Frances, a tough-ta lking veteran of the
road en route to a dancing gig in Los
Angeles. Together they form an unlikely
trio, dealing with whatever unexpect ed
turn of adventur e the journey brings.
Willie is at first unconvin ced of the
possibilit y of a young white boy from
Long Island becomin g a bluesman . But
as the trip south progresse s, the old master begrudgi ngly acknowle dges Eugene's
talent and shares his legacy. As Eugene
painfully learns through his experienc es-to play the blues, one first has to live
them.
.
Columbi a pictures presents Crossroads, a Mark Carliner Producti on of a
Wa.lter Hill Film, starring Ralph Macchio, Joe Seneca and Jami Gertz. The
contemp orary story was produced by
Mark Carliner and directed by Walter
Hill from an original screenpla y by John
Fusco. Tim Zinnema nn served as executive producer . Music is by Ry Cooder.

About the froductio n ....
Noted filmmake r Walter Hill has been
involved with motion pictures that deal
with uniquely America n subjects and
character s. He saw the people and places
featured in CrO§Sroads as a tale rich in
drama, folklore and feeling. Writer John
Fusco was a Connecti cut native, who left
home at the age of 16 and traveled
t?rougho ut th~ south as a singe~/ songwnter keyboard ist. Over a five-year period
h~ recorded a journal, which later pro~
v1ded the backdrop for this story.
It was when he won a 1983 FOCUS
award. for another screenpla y that Fusco
came to the attention of producer Mark
Carliner. Crossroads was develope d out
continued
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of their relationship. The Crossroads
story is a story that works on three levels-a road story, a relationship story, and an
intriguing metaphysical story.
Director Walter Hill, who is best
known for his successful actionadventure vehicles such as 48 HRS., The
Long Riders and The Warriors, took a
gamble on the dramatically personal
story he saw in Fusco's screenplay. "As
soon as I read it, I thought Crossroads
would be a wonderful movie for Ralph,"
comments Hill, having admired Macchio
since first seeing his work in The
Outsiders.
In November of 1984, with Hill, Macchio and the director's long-time associate, executive producer Tim
Zinnemann, attached to the project,
Columbia gave the green light.
Although Fusee's story was originally
set in Louisiana, both Hill and Zinnemann felt that Crossroads should be centered in the Delta--the flat fertile plain
that was Robert Johnson's birthplace.
"We wanted Willie to come from the
strongest and most influential blues tradition there is, the Delta blues of Missis.sippi. We also thought it would be nice to
put Eugene in touch with that tradition,"
Hill explains. The Delta hasn't been used
in a lot of movies and it is a fascinating
area to explore.
Principal photography for Crossroads
began April 29, 1985, on location in
Greenville, Mississippi, and the surrounding rural towns of Beulah, Winterville, Bolivar, Murphy and Chatham.
Production was completed July 31, 1985,
on the steps of Juilliard in New York
City.
Central to the folklore which serves as
. the anchor for Crossroads is the crossroads itself--two lonely threads of country road which cross to form a meeting
ground for hopeful young musicians and
sharp black dudes anxious to buy up
souls for a few bucks a throw.
Since several of the film's most pivotal
scenes would take place there, Hill determined that this location had to do more
than simply meet the definition of a classical crossroads. "I knew that any old
crossroads way out in the middle of
nowhere wasn't enough," says Hill, who
finally selected a setting some 50 miles
north of Greenville. "What we found
there was the old, dead tree, and that
~ng~ ou~~niling fe~ure ga~ h a
spooky atmosphere that seemed appropriate for making deals with the .devil."

Study
Programs in
France and
Austria
Sponsored By
Fitchburg State College
Summer 1986
Mulhouse, France
May 27-June 27, 1986

Innsbruck, A.ustria

July 1-August 1, 1986
These international study programs are cosponsored by the Universite de Haute Alsace in
Mulhouse, France and the University of Innsbruck in Innsbruck, Austria. Courses are
taught in English by FSC faculty and faculty
representing the participating Universities.
Highlights include excursions to Paris,
Switzerland, Salzburg, and Otztal.
For more information and an application,
call the Division of Graduate and Continuing
Education, Fitchburg State College at 345-2151,
x3180. REGISTRATIONS ARE LIMITED!
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Fitchburg, MA 014EO 817/845-2151
An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity College
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Turner Helps The Acts

.
I

Tina Turner stopped over . in Albuquerque, New Mexico, during the Private
·
Dancer Tour to perform a. fund-raising
. . •. conc~rt for the American Collegiate Tai··
ent Showcase (ACTS). Monies raised
will contribute to the 1986 ACTS program and scholarship fund.
ACTS, a nonprofit organization oper• i\//i/•i.•,>·<-J ated from New Mexico State University
in Las Cruces, is beginning its fifth year as
the only nationwide talent competition
that encourages, develops and helps prepare talented college students for a career
in the entertainment industry. ACTS not
only awards cash and scholarship prizes
to its contestants, but also provides them
with auditions, overseas tours, career
direction, showcase opportunities, workTina Turner with Barbara Hubbard,
shops, and cash a wards for songwriting
Executive Director of the American
and video prodl.Jction.
Collegiate Talent Showcase (ACTS)
Last year's ACTS National Finals were
held at the University of Southern Cali-

fornia in Los Angeles. First place winner,
Kiki Ebsen, received over $3,000 in cash
awards and her school, the California
Institute of the Arts, also received a
$3,000 unrestricted scholarship. ACTS
has also provided Kiki and her band with
the opportunity to tour the college circuit, as she was selected for the prestigious Mainstage Showcase at the
National Association of Campus Activities (NACA) convention in Washington,
DC, February 15-20, 1986.
In addition, as 1985's top classical
entrant, flutist Joyce Oakes, California
Institute of the Arts, showcased at the
annual Association of College, U niversity and Community Arts Administrators
(ACUCAA) convention, December 1221 in New York City.
Interested college students may enter
ACTS by submitting an audio or video
tape of their performing talent by April

Away
I never thought there would be a day
when I want you to walk away
All I ever wanted was for you to stay
I wish things had never changed
didn't want to hurt you ·
or confuse you to no end
I was frightened of losing you
as my true friend
I never meant to push you away
maybe someday you will understand
I don't want to let go
I never did
perhaps I never will
does it have to fade away? We shared
something along the way
.
and now that it is too late II discover
that you were there for me
for constant support
and comfort
you had taken my abuse without words
and seemed to know it was never meant
for you
you tried to show me
I wouldn't look you tried to care
but I couldn't allow I thought I'd get
hurt somehow
I guess I covered my eyes
I didn't want to see how much you
mean to me
thoughts of pain pushed you away
the past caught up and with it you
now I can feel it
I am no longer numb I have lost you as
my friend
but not in my heart
you will always be there in a very
special place never to be pushed away.
DAC
:\
1

Baseball Books
.tlall's magical and poetic collection of
essays FATHERS PLAYING CATCH
WITH SONS: Essays on Sport (Mostly
Baseball) ($3.95/32438-6). In
FATHERS PLAYING CATCH WITH
SONS Donald Hall continues in the tradition of such noted writers as Walt
Whitman and Bernard Malamud in his
descriptions of the great American pastime ... Nobody," writes Ne~ 1sweek, "will
fail to be charmed by this book."
Other popular Dell baseball titles
include Robert Creamer's classic biography of Hall of Fame great Casey Stengel --STENGEL: His Life and Times
($8.95 / 57829-9 /Trade Paperback), and
DARRYL STRAWBERRY by Walt
Saxon ($2.95/ 11454-3) -- the biography
of the superstar New York Mets
outfielder.
To celebrate opening day, Dell is making this great collection of titles available
free for any on-air promotional giveaway
you might run. Please contact Jim
Othmer at 212-605-3433.

15, 1986. ALL EN'fRY TAPES ARE>· - JUDGED BY TOP ENTERTAINMENT PROFESSIONALS. The finalists go on to perform at the live National
Finals in Nashville's Tennessee Performing Arts Center on September 5, where
they will compete for additional prizes._ ...
and the title of Top Collegiate
Entertainer.
For more information on how you can
be a part of the 1986 ACTS program, call
toll free: 1~800-448-ACTS (N.M. resi-.
dents call 646-4413) or write ACTS,Box
3 ACT, New Mexico State University,
Las Cruces, NM 88003.
0
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Is The Wolf Loco?

Neil Portney drew a crowd, as usual, for his semi- annual visit to the Student
Union last Friday.

Enterta inment Annou ncemen ts
At Boston University's Photographic
Resource Center, contemporar y fragmented images of the environment are
featured in Photomosaic s: The Landscape Reconstructe d organized by and on
view at the Photographi c Resource Cen-

Thursday March 6 from 5:00 p.m. to 7:00
p.m. to be followed by a lecture by artist
Peter Hutchinson at 8:00 p.m. in Morse
Auditorium. The reception is free; tickets
to the lecture are $2.00 for PRC members
and $3.00 for the General Public.
Photornosaics highlights work by

photo Roger Spring

reality and then restructure or regroup
the images to create new perspectives.
These artists are interested in how people
constantly change the environment and
try to present a vision of the landscape
that is different from everyday
perception.
Historical sources for Photomosaic s
include nineteenth century stereographs
(two photographs placed next to each

BOSTON--T he mystery, lore and startling truth surrounding one of the great
rivalries of natural history is the subject
of a major exhibition Wolves and
Humans that is at the Boston Museum of
Science through Sunday, May 11, 1986.
Long reputed to be a bloodthirsty ,
aggressive predator given to unprovoked
attacks on animals and humans alike, the
fearsome wolf takes on new dimensions
in this touring exhibition organized by an
institution right in the heart of wolf country, the Science Museum of Minnesota.
Wolves and Humans invites the visitor
to acquaint himself with Canis lupus in
five major areas: Wolf Lore, the Wolf
Pack, Wolf Talk, Wolf and Dog, and the
Wolf Today.
Starting with prehistoric times, the
exhibition documents the ideas that different cultures have had about the wolf.
Featured are wolf masks, wolf costumes,
and sculptures and paintings that depict
the wolf as enemy, enchanted human,
helper of humans, and supernatural
devourer.
Actual scenes of wolf life will be shown
on TV monitors: the wolf pack in action,
feeding, playing, parenting, and stalking
the kill.
A howling booth will give visitors the
chance to elicit a response from a wolf
pack in one of the territories shown on a
large map. A narrative tape then tells why
the howl did or did not work.
A computer game creates the hunt
situation of the pack and the overwhelming odds it must overcome to secure food
and to survive.
Two theatrical pieces acco~pn~y t~e
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Do you want to be the
only onewhokno ws
when you use an early
pregnancy test?

Would you prefer a test
that's totally private to
perform and totally
private to read?
Would you like a test

that's portable, so you
can carry it vvith you and
read it in private?
And how about a simple,
one-step test with a dra·
matic color change that's
easy to read and is 98%
accurate?
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If you checked "Yes" to
the above, EPT PLUS is for

you. Use it, and only you

will know your test score.

and nineteenth century groupings of
daguereotyp es hung side by side to form
panoramic views. More recent sources
include the photographi c documentati on
of '60s and '70s conceptual art and earthworks. Contempor ary images from
space, assembled in mosaic form by technicians and computers for scientific purposes, have also been influential.

MARK MORRIS DANCE GROUP-Thursday, February 27, Friday, February 28, Saturday, March I, 8:00 pm
Presenting a world premiere performance of new works, two commissione d
by the Dance Umbrella, MARK MORR IS DANCE GROUP performs
MYTHOLO GIES, a dance triptych comprised of works based on essays by
Roland Barthes. Championsh ip Wrestling (previously performed at BAM),
Soap Powders and Detergents and Striptease. Music composed by Hershel Garfein and performed by Alea I II. This
performance is presented by the Institute
of Contempora ry Art and the Dance
Umbrella in association with the
National Performance Network and
Northeaster n University, and is being put
- on at Northeaster n Alumni Auditorium,360 Huntington Ave.
TICKETS: $12.00 General, $10.00 ICA,
DU, and NU Members. Cal! 437-2247 for
tickets.

The American premiere of Babylon
Has Fallen, by John Fletcher, and
directed by Thomas E.Luddy, will be at
Salem State Theatre on February 27 ,28,
and March 1,6,7, and 8 at 8pm.Tickets
are $5.00;and $3.00 for students and
senior citizens. For reservations call 7449636.

Society. In the other, a conflict errupts in
a medieval European village over alleged
wolf attacks on sheep.
Museum hours are Tuesday through
Thursday, Saturday and Sunday 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Friday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. The
Museum is closed on Mondays through
April 30 except on Mass. school holidays.
Admission is $5.00 for adults, $4.00 for
college students with I.D., $3.00 for
children (5 to 16) and senior citizens (age
65 plus) Children under five and Museum
members are free. Group admission rates
are available.
For further information , please call
723-2501.

On Thursday, February 27th at
8:000PM the Zeiterion Theatre of New
Bedford joins with the New Bedford for
Savings in bringing some of the most
memorable stars of the Big Band Era to
the Zeiterion stage in The Big Band Hit
Parade. Featuring Carmen Cavallaro,
June Valli, Herb Jefferies and the Gene
Krupa Orchestra, The. Big Band Hit
Parade will recreate the sounds of history; a nation in war, a nation celebrating
victory... times and sounds that bring
back for some and create sheer entertainment for others. Tickets are available at
the Box Office by calling (617) 994-2900
and are priced at $17.50, $15.50 and
$13.50.

The Comment needs YOU-- Please, write
Entertainme nt.
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Lady Bears shock Salem St.
Basketball team selected for regional tourney
By
Mike Storey

Gymnast Joy Fessler named
Athlete of the Week
By

Plymouth Whitemarsh High School,
her sophomore year, tJ:i.e school
dropped the gymnastics program forc....,..-"4liiliilli'l!l~ii!Q.~,,, \fi'~ssler, of. the ~ridge water
ing Fessler to fi'ld competition. elseState Women's Gymnastics i team is
where. She continued in gymnastics
this week's BSC Athlete of the Week.
with the Liberty Bell Gymnastics
Fessler has sparked the women's team
Club, a private team competing stateto a current 7-1 record, going into the .. wide, which Fessler had been a part of
New England Division III Gymnastics
since 7th grade. Fessler ended her stint
Championships this weekend.
with the Liberty Bell Team after graFessler, a junior, is also 7-1 in the
duation from high school. While with
individual all-around competition this
the team, she was captain fqr three
season, her only loss coming against
years and competed in the PennsylvaSalem State on February 1 in Salem.
nia State Championship six years in a
The all-around competition includes
row.
performances on the vault, uneven
Fessler finds competing at BSC
bars, balance beam, and the floor exerquite enjoyable. "It's a lot of fun being
cise. The scores for each exercise are
on this (BSC) team," she says. "We all
totalled and an over-all winner is
have a great time together. We are a
decided. The winner's circle has
team and win as a team. When one of
become a home-away-from-home for
us has a bad event, we forget about it,
Fessler.
and root the rest of the team on. It's a
Fessler came all the way from her
great team to be a part of."
home state of Pennsylvania to comThe team heads into the final stanza
pete here at BSC under coach Andrea
of
the season this weekend at the New
Kelleher. After spending her freshman
England
Division III Championship.
year here in the east at the University
Fessler
finished
fourth all-around,
of Massachusetts/ Boston, Fessler, at
second
on
the
bars,
and third on the
the recommendation of friends, chose
floor in last year's championship. This
to transfer to BSC. Somewhat dissatisyear could prove to be quite different.
fied at U Mass/ Boston, where a
women'_s gymnastics team doesn't
Fessler, a communications major, is
also working at WBIM on Wednesday
exist, Fessler was excited to again have
mornings, with hopes of going into
the chance to perform in a sport that
radio broadcasting after graduation.
she began many years ago.
Congratulations, Joy, on a successful
Following an elected MVP season
season. Best of luck this weekend.
for the women's gymnastics t~_am at
Bob Patterson

Regional Basketball tourney begins Friday
The Bridgewater State College
Women's Basketball Team has once
again been selected to participate in the
NCAA Division III Regional Tournament. It is the fourth straight season the
Lady Bears . have been named to the
tournament.
The seedings for this year's regional
tournament are: Salem State (24-1 ),
_... Emmanuel (17~3)-, Southern Maine ( 19-

o.

3), and Bridgewater State (21-4). The
opening round begins Friday,' February
28th with the tourney taking place at
Salem State College. Emmanuel takes on
Southern Maine in the opening game at
6:00 p.m. with Bridgewater State playing
host to Salem State in the nightcap at
8:00 p.m. Play continues on Saturday,
March l, with the consolation game at
5:00 p.m. followed by the regional championship game at 7:00p.m.

The Bridgewater State Women's Basket ball team have been selected to the
NCAA Division III Regional Tournament for the fourth consecutive year. The
Lady Bears (21-4) play host Salem State
(24-1) in the opening round this -Friday,
(Feb. 28) at 8:00 pm in the O'Keefe
Athletic Center at Salem State. The
winner plays the victor of the Emmanuel
(17-3) and Southern Maine (19-3) game
on Saturday (March I) at 7:00 pm.
The Lady Bears had by no means an
easy time into the tournament this season. Going into the last week of the season BSC was ranked #5 in New England
with games against Salem State and
Fitchburg State still ahead. The Salem
State game was a "must,, win situation for
the Lady Bears if they were to have any
chance of making the N CAAs.
At the time Salem State was ranked# I
in the country, undefeated at (23-0),
unbeaten at home in 22 games, and one
up on BSC in the MASCAC after beating
the Lady Bears in easy fashion (68-50).
To say the least, our team had its back
against the wall in a classic "David versus
Goliath" confrontation.
The game began with Salem State scoring the first basket of the night but that
was the only lead the Lady Vikings were
going to enjoy the rest of the game.
Because of injuries, Coach Bo Ruggiero
was forced to play only seven players the
entire game. Butthose seven played their
hearts out in one of the most inspiring
wins I've seen at BSC in four years.
Everything went right for BSC in this
one all because of hard work and total
concentration by the entire team, both
players and coaches. When JoAnn
Runge's 65-foot baseball pass went in for
two points you just had a feeling it was
going to be their night.
Four players hit for double figures:

Laurie O'Connell fires a jump shot
Carolyn Parsley hit for (20) while playing
all the second half with four fouls. Fran
Leeman, making her first start of the
year., had ( 17). Laurie O'Connell had (13)
and played outstanding defense on SS C's
All American guard Evelyn Oquendo.
JoAnn Runge had (JO) points and {9)
assists in her best overall performance of
the season. Freshman Lynn Malkasian
had (I 0) rebounds in the game while playing all the second half with four fouls, as
well. Katie Hartley was a big catalyst off
the bench in the first half scoring two
·quie'k·n~&mtnmi.··· ·-~,~

Even coach Bo Rugiero worked the officials with such finesse that even Red
AuerQach would have been proud.
Half time score: BSC 35, Salem 28
Final score: BSC 69, Salem 60. NCAA · -.
bound.
If you think this game was
good, wait till Friday when these two
teams knock heads once again. Salem
State vs Bridgewater State is fast becoming a rivalry even greater than the CelticsLakers. Be there Friday at 8 pm and see
what I mean.

Bears Business

Winter squads end seasons
By
Mike Storey
The winter sports season is nearly complete. This weekend women's basketball,
gymnastics, and .men's swimming all are
competing in various tournaments
around New England.
Women's Basketball
The women's basketball team (21-4}
make their fourth consecutive appearance in the NCAA 's this Friday (Feb. 28)
when they take on Salem State {24-1) in
the opening round at 8:00 pm at Salem
State. The winner plays the victor of the
Emmanuel-Southern Maine contest on
Saturday (March I) at 7:00 pm.
Women's Gymnastics
The women's gymnastics team travels
to Salem State on Sunday (March 2) to
compete in the New Englands. The ladies
(7-1) are seeded #2 in the meet behind
host Salem State. Good luck, ladies.
Men's Swimming
The men's swim team heads for the
New Englands at Springfield College this
Thursday and Friday (Feb. 27-28).
Men's Basketball
The men's hoop team ended the season
at ( 13-11 ), their first winning season since
the 1982-83 season. Seniors Mark .Dias
and Bob DiBari ended their careers in

BSC uniforms, as well. Dias ended his
career as the second highest scorer in
BSC history. The Bears have a good
nucleus returning for next year's squad
and should be right in the thick of things
in the MASCAC Conference.
"SKI TRIP A SNOWY SUCCEssn
The BAIRS Club ski trip to Mt.
Orford, Quebec was a great success. On
the· way up the bus filled with 41 students
ran into a snow storm delaying the time
of arrival a bit, but the 10 inches of new
snow that awaited us on the slopes made
the delay worthwhile.
A few of the boys from Scott Hall left
their hearts up there as they succumbed
to the French accents of the local femmes
fatales. You can tell that everyone.had a
good time ~s. you could hear a pin drop
for the first three hours of the bus ride
home.- Unfortunately, I was too busy
sleeping to hear it.
Spring Intramurals
Spring Intramural Signups are all this
week. Rosters will be accepted up to Friday (Feb. 28). Schedules will be available
next week with play beginning after
Spring Break. Those sports being
planned are: Softball (men/ coed), Street
Hockey, Coed Soccer, and Ultimate Frisbee (Friday afternoons).
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Classified Advertisements
General Policy:

Deadline:

QuaifieG aclvertlwJ . Ats •e accepted subject to the approval of The Comment. Ad~ertiHmeldl are duar1ed on a per word balk, and abreviatlom should
not be med.

Cluait1ed advertisements must be submitted by the Tllunday of the week
prior to publication. Ada may be placed in penon at the Comment oftlce,
located In the Student U...on Bulldin1, next to the Boobtore, or by callinl (617)
697-12M, ext. 2151.

Local Classified Rates:

National Classified Rates:

A base rate of 53.0I Is aueued, for up to twenty words. Each additional word is
cbar1ed S0.15. The ftnt three words will be set in bold face. Each additional word set
In bold face will be cbar1ed SO.OS.

A base rate of S5.00 is asesHd, for up tc twciiiy words. Each additional word 111
char1ed S0.10. The flnt three words will be set in bold face. Each additional word set
in bold race wUI be chu1ed SO.ti.

S

Help Wanted

;--------- ---------J
ielp Wanted
i60.00 PER HUNDRED PAID for remailng letters from home! Send self1dd re ssed, stamped envelope for
nforrnation/ application. Associates,
Box 95-8, Roselle, NJ 07203
caos-06

Opportunities

I

----------------i
College Students:
We are a Fortune 500 Company that is
interested in College Students seeking a
~usiness career. Join us part-time during
your school years, full-time summer, and
·-:ontinue to grow with us after
graduation.
Broe kt on 583-1000
3outh Shore 749-1056
:>Jymouth 746-3777
:ape Cod 548-3014
)f

1-800-322-4421.

k

HELP WANTED
FOR SALE:
People needed to assist in delivering a-r_ _ _ _ _ _e_r._.v_~_es
______--J 1984 Buick Skyhawk, (automatic), excel·
valentine message that disappeared last
lent condition, 22,000 miles, 4 tyl., 2
Friday for M.P. in 324 Scott Hall.Tell him
Business· Opportunity
door, velour interior, digital AM/FM steJ .W. loves him ttthhhiiisss much! ca-23-01 $10-$360 Weekly/Up Mailing Circulars! reo, air conditioned, new tires and excelNo quotas! Sincerely interested rush self- lent on gas. $8,000.00 or B.O., call
addressed envelope: Success, P.O. Box
871-3879.
ca-22-02
470 CEG, Woodstock, IL 60098. ca-01-06

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i F O R SALE:

Justice of the Peace
Ivan

1974 Volkswagen Bug, 4 speed, body

s_ Fleischman

"Service of Character throughout
Commonwealth"

Miscellaneous
good, four great BF Goodrich radial
the 1-------- ---------- 1 tires, clean, good riding car, 2 alpine door
Free:
"FREE CASSETTE TAPE on Protestanism, the Righting, and RomanCommunist politics. Send stamped and
adressed wenvelope. Reverend Maltis,
P.O.Box 3646, Manchester NH,

Member,Massaach usettsJusticesofthe
Peace Association. East Bridgewater,
378-9949.
ca 18 .04

Typing of Reports, Term Papers,

Resumes, etc.
Fast, Professional Service
Reasonable Rates
Call Karen at 822-5003.

Brand new compact disc player with
rechargeable

carrying case, never used
03105.
ca-16-06
~---------------- 1 $215.00 or B.O., call anytime, leave message: 828-5283 or 697 -5402.
ca-20·02

For Sale

ca-07-06

ca-08-06

FOR SALE:
Nordica Comp. I ski boots, size 9 , $95 _00 ,
ask for Linda at 697-8827.
ca-24 _01

OFFICE OF ADMISSIONS
The Office of Admissions is currently selecting students to participate in the
Admissions Tour Program. This program enables prospective students and their
families to visit the campus and to meet current BSC students. Volunteers are
needed Mondays through Fridays at 11 :00 a.m. and at 3:00 P·IT.1·· and. also for
additional weekdav and weekend programs. If you would like to get involved.
please contact Mr~. Dot Pearl in the Office of Admissions, Tillinghast Hall.
LOIS DE.CKER AW ARD
The Hyannis.-Bridgewater Health, Physical Education. and Recreation Alumni
Association is sponsoring the Lois Decker Award. The award shall be a monetary
sum awarded to a junior major in the Health, Physical Education and Recreation
Department. Additional criteria for selection of the recipient(s) can be obtained
from Professor Coakley, HPER Faculty/Freshman Advising Center. and will be
posted in the Kelly Gymnasium lobby.
SUPC ANNOUNCES UPCOMING EVENTS
Coming to BSC on March Sth- ..The Weird and Wonderful World of Mr. Fingers'~
- including ESP- Sleight of Hand, Telepathy~ Psychometry! Come see what is fact
and what is fiction! Student Union Ballroom 8:00 p.m. Ticket prices are $2.00. On
April 1st Channel 5's own Mike Barnicle also a columnist for the Boston Globe will.
conduct a lecture at 11:00 a.m. in the Student Union Ballroom entitled ·~Mike
Barnicle looks at April Fool's Day.~ Join us to see what humorous insights Mike
Barnicle bas to share with us on this amusing holiday! On April 8th, G. Gordon
Liddy, one of the men involved in the Watergate scandal, will give a lecture titled
"Inside Government: What Really Goes On." Ticket prices are $2~00 for BSC
students and $4.00 for the public. The event will be held in the Student Union
Ballroom at 7:30 p.m.
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC TEACHERS
The Foreign and Domestic Teachers· Organization needs teacher applicants in all
fields from Kindergarten through College to fill over six hundred teaching vacancies both at home and abroad. Our information is free and comes at an opportune
time when there are more tei;tchers .than teaching positions. Should you wish
additional information about our organization. you may write The National
Teacher's Placement Agency, Universal Teachers. Box 5231, Portland, Oregon
97208.

speakers; dependable car! $950.00 or
best offer, 587-6871, 584-4679
(Brockton).
ca-2s-01
FOR SALE:

FOR SALE:
1979 Mercury Capri, V8, 5.0, 302,
Michelin tires, TRX wheels, body good,
int. exc., average mileage. Call anytime,
leave message 828-5283 or 697-5402.ca.2:.

FILE NOW FOR FINANCIAL AID
Applications for Financial Aid for the 1986-87 Academic year are available in the
Financial Aid Office, on the first floor of Tillinghast Hall. Now is the time to apply!
The Massachusetts Board of Regents State Scholarship is the program with the
earliest deadline - March 1st,. 1986. Students interested in this Scholarship program, as well as the Pell Grant program, Supplemental Grants, National Direct.
Student Loans, Work Study, and Bridgewater State College Tuition Waivers
should file an .F.A.F. with the College Scholarship Service now, and submit a
B.S.C. Institutional Aid application with a copy of the appropriate 1985 Federal
Tax Form to the B.S.C. Financial Aid Office by April 15, 1986.
WBIM
Heard the latest in local rock? If not, tune into WBIM, 91.5 FM, every Tuesday
night at 9:00. Find out what's happening in the local music scene. Coming up, we
have "Black Cat Bone" on February 25th, featuring an interview with the band, and
their punk rhythm and blues music. On March 4, ••The Zulus" will talk about what
they've done since they were ''Human Sexual Response." And don't forget to check
out "Band 19." They're also from Boston, and we'll be interviewing them on March
25,. as well as spotlighting their driving new wave rock. It's all coming up on
'"Plugged into.the Circuit," with Steve and Lisa. Only on the Moving Alternative,
WBIM.
GET INVOLVED
A Friends of Central America Committee is forming now on campus. We're there
to learn more. about this beautiful land and the United States Military Involvment
there. Come join us or just find out how you can help in the campaign against U.S.
military intervention. LET'S BECOME A WARE! Drop by the Women's Center
(3rd Floor, Student Union) for information anytime. Sponsored by: The Women's
Center.
CHRISTA MCAULIFFE SCHOLARSHIP
F~amingham State College announces the establishment of a S. Christa Corrigan
McAuliffe Scholarship and Excellence Fund as a special tribute to Christa who was
a 1970 graduate. For people wishing to make a donation, checks can be made out to
the FSC Foundation, S. Christa Corrigan McAuliffe Scholarship and Excellence
Fund, and mailed to the FSC Foundation, S. Christa Corrigan McAuliffe Scholarship and Excellence Fund, Framingham State College,Framingham , MA 01701.

HPERD CLUB IS ROLLING ...
The Health, Physical Education, Recreation and. Dance Club had its first meeting
on Feb. 6th. Officers were elected as follows: President - Mike Frawley. Vice NOTICE TO CAR OWNERS
President - Lori Morency, Treasurer - Wendy Stoddard, Secretary - Stacy Green, Church Lane, which runs between the Art Building and the First Parish Church i
8
Sophomore Rep. - Renee Shannon and Publicity Director- Linda Burke. Members . reserved for parking by those who have leased a space. Other cars parked in the ta'n
of HPERD are already planning exciting future events including a student -faculty during weekday class times may be towed. Towing may be done without prioe
social in early March, selected meetings with guest,speakers. and an overnight trip warning. Cars parked during weekends may only do so at the lower end of the laner
the MAHPERD Convention (transportation provided)! You do not have to be a away from the meeting house.The First Parish regrets inconvenience caused by th~
.P.E. major to join - everyone is welcome! HPERD meetings are held every parking shortage, but is not in a pos!tion to accommodate everyones cars. Your
cooperation _is _requested and ·appreciated.
· · ·
. ,"·l'hurs_day:af'l 1:00 a.m. in room 120 of' the Kelly Gym. See you there!

to

